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A novel form of a drug used to treat osteoporosis that accompanies the potential for less results may give another choice to patients. 
Specialist built up a settled type of human calcitonin, which is a peptide drug previously utilized for individuals with osteoporosis. Scientists at Purdue made a 
prodrug type of the peptide chemical to build its viability as an osteoporosis treatment.  
In people, calcitonin is the chemical answerable for ordinary calcium homeostasis. At the point when recommended to osteoporosis patients, calcitonin hinders 
bone resorption, bringing about expanded bone mass.  
Tragically, human calcitonin goes through fibrillation in fluid arrangement, prompting decreased adequacy when utilized as a helpful. As a substitute, 
osteoporosis patients are endorsed salmon calcitonin. It doesn't fibrillate as quickly however experiences low strength and the potential for a few unfriendly 
results.  
The innovation can help make these calcitonin drugs more secure and more powerful. Our methodology will expand the helpful capability of human calcitonin, 
promising a more viable alternative to swap salmon calcitonin for osteoporosis and related problems  
To diminish the fibrillation inclination and increment the restorative advantage of human calcitonin, Purdue analysts phosphorylated explicit amino corrosive 
deposits.  
Many promising new peptide drugs will in general shape fibrils. The innovation gives an approach to settle them in a reversible manner so the balancing out 
change falls off when the medication is given to the patient. 
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